Shouyaku Kenkyusho Inc.

Corporate Profile

Shouyaku Kenkyu Sho, Inc. is a venture company founded in 2001, with the aim of improving the quality of cosmetics. Our factory was relocated for new construction in 2004 due to a business expansion, and we made a fresh start as a cosmetic manufacturer engaged in planning, R&D, manufacturing and sales of cosmetics.

Shouyaku Kenkyu Sho, Inc. cooperate with our clients to develop products that meet ever changing customer needs quickly and our products receive a high evaluation at home and abroad.

In addition, we focus on the development of new technologies, new materials and new products, as well as providing OEM cosmetics for aesthetic salons. In 2010, we are entrusted with a product development support project for small and medium-sized enterprises "Development of cosmetics using extract from sake made in Hokkaido and the development of a high-mix low-volume production system". Currently, we are conducting joint research with external research institutes such as universities in and out of Hokkaido.

Major Product Lines: Basic cosmetics

Corporate Overview

Address: 53–1, Chuo 2-jo 4-chome, Shiroishi-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido 0030012 Japan
Company Representative: Teruo Maruta, president
Phone: +81-11-825-1780 FAX: +81-11-825-1781
URL: http://www.oem-cosme.co.jp
Foundation: December, 2001
Capital: 10,000,000 Yen
Employees: 15
Category of Business: Manufacturing, import and sales of quasi drugs and cosmetics
Business Overview: Development and manufacturing of original-developed cosmetics (minimal lot: 100)
"We have materials and components to be focused on, but we don’t have the knowledge or technical experience in cosmetics production.”
"We are considering starting a cosmetics business.”
"We wish to provide our conventional cosmetics as an original brand.”
Due to the various obstacles to selling cosmetics such as the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law, special expertise is required. We will support all the processes required for manufacturing products. Please consult with our specialized staff.

Contact: Naomi Shigezumi, deputy factory manager
E-mail: info@oem-cosme.co.jp